ASSEMBLY / INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
6 CORPORATE PARKWAY
GOOSE CREEK , SC . 29445
www . quoizel . com

UNIVERSAL
CROSSBAR

OUTLET BOX SCREW
( not supplied )
STEM with HEX NUT
HEX NUT
SUPPLY WIRE and GROUND WIRE

FIXTURE CANOPY

SOCKET
CHECK RING
HEX COUPLING

NIPPLE

SPACER TUBE
CHECK RING
SHADE STOP

1 . Before beginning installation , be sure to carefully unpack all parts referring to the
illustration for parts identification .
2 . With power to the installation point OFF , locate the UNIVERSAL CROSSBAR and
attach to the ceiling mounted OUTLET BOX . Do this using ( 2 ) OUTLET BOX
SCREWS ( not supplied ). Locate the STEM with HEX NUT and thread top end into
the center of the UNIVERSAL CROSSBAR . Position the FIXTURE CANOPY over the
outlet box . Pass the mounting hole on the inside deck of the PAN over the end of
STEM with HEX NUT . There should be approx . 3 / 8 " of the end of STEM with HEX
NUT protruding from mounting hole on inside deck of FIXTURE CANOPY . If STEM
length is in excess of 3 / 8 ", thread STEM further into center of STEM . Remove
FIXTURE CANOPY and snug HEX NUT against underside of UNIVERSAL CROSSBAR
with pliers to secure STEM .
3 . Thread another HEX NUT onto the other end of the NIPPLE . Thread this HEX NUT on
just enough so the inside surface of the PAN rests against it .
* You may have to trial fit the CEILING CANOPY one more times to insure this distance
also . This HEX NUT is needed here to prevent you from crushing down the center of the
CEILING CANOPY .
4 . Making the connections: ( Quoizel recommends two people for this step )
Position the FIXTURE CANOPY over the OUTLET BOX . Using wire connectors ( not
supplied ) connect the HOUSE GROUND WIRE to the FIXTURE GROUND WIRE ;
connect the HOUSE WHITE WIRE to the FIXTURE SUPPLY WIRE ( WHITE SIDE );
connect the HOUSE BLACK ( or RED ) WIRE to the FIXTURE SUPPLY WIRE ( BLACK
SIDE ). Wrap each connection with approved electrical tape .
5 . Secure FIXTURE CANOPY to ceiling by aligning and passing mounting hole over end
of STEM secure to UNIVERSAL CROSSBAR . Locate CHECK RING over end of STEM
and thread HEX NUT onto end of STEM . Hand tighten until snug to secure the
FIXTURE CANOPY . Be sure that there are no trapped or pinched wires .
6 . Install bulbs referring to fixture markings and / or labels for maximum wattage .
7 . Proceed to thread top end of NIPPLE into HEX COUPLING and tighten until snug .
Locate SPACER TUBE, CHECK RING and SHADE STOP over end of NIPPLE . Secure
them by threading HEX NUT onto end of NIPPLE . Hand tighten until snug .
8 . Locate SHADE over end of NIPPLE and thread FINIAL onto end of NIPPLE . Secure it
by threading FINIAL onto end of NIPPLE and hand tighten until snug .

SHADE
HEX NUT

9 . Restore power to the installation point . Keep this sheet for future reference .

FINIAL
IF IN DOUBT ABOUT ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION,
CONSULT A LICENSED ELECTRICIAN!
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